The 4th MRBC in Japan & Korea, 1951-1952

by Charles H. Briscoe
Shortly after the main body of the 1st Radio Broadcasting & Leaflet Group (1st RB&L) arrived in Tokyo in early August 1951, the Far East Command (FECOM) adjusted its strategic Psywar priorities. Radio Tokyo program management was number one. Inherent in that mission was responsibility for Voice of the UN Command (VUNC) because broadcasting would originate from Radio Tokyo studios. Second Lieutenant (2LT) William F. Brown, II, the 1st RB&L Psywar officer at Kaesong, Korea, was the first UN line of defense against Communist disinformation and propaganda during the Armistice talks. His daily teletype reports served as the official UN statement on the status of negotiations.1

Restoring the Korean Broadcasting System (KBS) radio stations to full operation was the 1st RB&L second priority.2 Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Homer E. Shields, the Psywar group commander, functionally realigned his staff, “dual-hatted” the most experienced officers, and pulled in talent from his subordinate units to begin addressing FECOM priorities.

Organizationally the 4th Mobile Radio Broadcasting Company (MRBC) had the majority of assets in the 1st RB&L for radio broadcasting missions in Japan and Korea. The pressure to field the 1st RB&L, get officers and soldiers Psywar-trained, and deploy overseas left little time to practice collective unit tasks, solidify assignments, and develop work procedures. The internal restructuring had little impact on the soldiers because the 1st RB&L had a large number of WWII veteran lieutenants and captains whose leadership and management skills included professional writing, commercial radio, television, publishing, and advertising experience. Shifting priorities were taken in stride.3 The reshuffling was done while the soldiers settled into billets, got oriented in Japan, learned staffing procedures, created work areas, and became familiar with their duties.4

This article shows how the 4th MRBC adjusted to theater Psywar priorities in Japan and Korea and conducted “combat” training. The explanation shifts back and forth between Korea and Japan until mid-February 1952 when company headquarters relocated to Seoul. Veterans discuss their jobs, the challenges, and overseas duty. The reader will be kept current on soldier activities in Tokyo and Korea. Weekly 1st RB&L newspaper articles from The Proper Gander, contemporary commercial news articles, veteran interviews, U.S. Army FMs and TMs (Field Manuals and Technical Manuals), U.S. Army General School, Psywar Division POIs (Programs of Instruction), official documents, the USNS General Brewster personnel manifest, and the unit “yearbooks” (1952 and 2002) provided invaluable source material. Once in Japan, the 1st RB&L quickly adjusted to its wartime requirements.

1st RB&L broadcast script writers and programmers were consolidated to support Radio Tokyo and VUNC. The Headquarters & Headquarters Company had one Sergeant First Class (SFC) chief script writer and three script writer Sergeants (SGT) with the same MOS (military occupation specialty): 0288.5 The majority of soldiers with this MOS were assigned to the Programming Section, 4th MRBC, under the direction of Captain (CPT) Frederick P. Laffey.
Since the situation in Korea had not stabilized sufficiently to relocate the MRBC there, the simple solution was to attach all script writers and programmers to the Group S-3 Radio Section. Thus, soldiers with journalism degrees or writing experience were summarily detached from the 3rd Reproduction (Repro) Company. The programmers and script writers were moved into the programming department of Radio Tokyo to learn production, draft propaganda messages and news reports, and develop as announcers. Since the studios of Radio Tokyo would be used for VUNC initially, both requirements were covered by this manpower shift.

The rationale for the reorganization and broadcast duty rotations in Korea was provided by CPT Edward C. Janicik, Group S-3: “Creative writers and technicians of Radio Operations need actual field experience in the combat area so that their work can be more accurate and effective. Conversely, it is important for [4th MRBC] Korea personnel to gain experience in Tokyo, programming, writing, and producing Psywar programs. The quality of work will be greatly improved by these on-the-spot orientations.”

While the rest of 1st RB&L reorganized to accomplish the top FECOM priority, Psywar broadcasting from Radio Tokyo and the creation of VUNC, LTC Shields had to assess the KBS facility in Pusan. Rebuilding South Korea’s radio stations was his number two priority. In mid-August 1951, he chose Chemical Corps 2LT Jack F. Brembeck, who had Army Expeditionary Radio Station experience in postwar Italy, to evaluate and supervise KBS operations in the Korean port city. The 1st RB&L reorganized to accomplish the top FECOM priority, Psywar broadcasting from Radio Tokyo and the creation of VUNC, LTC Shields had to assess the KBS facility in Pusan. Rebuilding South Korea’s radio stations was his number two priority. In mid-August 1951, he chose Chemical Corps 2LT Jack F. Brembeck, who had Army Expeditionary Radio Station experience in postwar Italy, to evaluate and supervise KBS operations in the Korean port city.

2LT Brembeck, script writer Corporals (CPL) John L. “Stod” Stoddard and Alvin R. “Al” Busse, and Private First Class (PFC) Leon H. “Lee” Nelson, a programmer, were to write and broadcast daily news and commentaries on current events. This was critical because the South Korean (Republic of Korea [ROK]) president, Syngman Rhee, and his government were in Pusan. The 4th MRBC detachment had to upgrade the KBS broadcast capabilities to cover the Communist-occupied South and into North Korea. A family emergency led to Brembeck’s replacement by ILT William J. Eilers who served at Armed Forces Radio (AFR) in Tokyo, 1946-1948, and 2LT Eddie Deerfield, a WWII veteran with newspaper experience, in August 1951. The KBS Radio Pusan station would be the first RB&L link in Korea.

Until the 4th MRBC mobile radio systems arrived in theater, UN programs would have to be broadcast over KBS stations that were being rebuilt by the American Army. Since each of the three MRB Platoons was authorized four officers and twenty-two enlisted men, LTC Shields had a pool of talent to task organize into detachments for “kick starting” the KBS stations. Once Radio Pusan was well-established, expansion would follow UN offensive operations.

In the meantime, the advance echelon (ADVON) (July 1951) and main body (August) of the 1st RB&L would be joined by two more contingents in September and October. Sarcasm best described the “Gander” train rides from Fort Riley, KS, to catch their ship overseas: “The most special part of the train [to Camp Stoneman, CA] was the air-conditioning system. Air, flowing in the doors and windows, was conditioned by a pall of coal smoke from the locomotive. The soot never became a problem because a fireman would come through every few hours with a wheelbarrow and shovel,” reported The Proper Gander.

The major organic equipment, three mobile radio broadcast systems and the Harris LTV 35” X 45” multi-lithograph presses, arrived at the end of October 1951. By then, the Psywarriors, like the rest of the FECOM Headquarters Support Command (HSC) were doing weekly field training. With the exception of the 3rd Repro personnel who went straight to Motosumiyoshi, 1st RB&L soldiers started maneuvers in Japan on 10 October. CPT Robert A. Leadley, the dual-hatted 4th MRBC commander and group Radio Officer, was in charge of defending Hama Park while 2LT William Brown, back from the Armistice talks in Korea, led the aggressors in the attack. “Due to another day of disgusting ‘clement’ weather, [1st RB&L] radiomen were crawling all over Hama Park. The first enemy soldier declared ‘killed’ was Headquarters Company first sergeant [ISG] Russell E. Beckwith. PFC [Donald R.] Newman, manning a machinegun, did not see any aggressors. His biggest triumph of that afternoon was the fierce look he used to impress some Ginza girls nearby. Most men spent the afternoon ‘valorously combatting a great variety of flying insects.’” Hibaya Park behind Radio Tokyo was another site for field training and close order drill. After their exercises, “Gander warriors” enjoyed cold “nickel beer” and Cokes in the third floor lounge of the Finance Building. Those “social Ganders never had it so good” when 360 Japanese yen was the exchange for a U.S. dollar in MPC (Military Payment Certificate) script.

On 14 October 1951, Private (PVT) Herbert A. Stevens, the 4th MRBC company clerk with a Kansas State Teachers College degree in accounting and commerce, wrote: “We

PFC Richard George, armed with an M3A1 .45 cal submachinegun “Grease Gun” kept aggressors from seizing Hama Park.
Field training, while mandated for all Army units in Japan, was quite casual for the 1st RB&L ‘Groupers’: (L to R) PFCs Milton Banta, Herbert A. Stevens, Nick H. James, and Sigmund S. Front relax afterwards.

But, by November 1951 the 1st RB&L was losing original members. The majority of the group consisted of Army Reservists “called up” by the president and draftees serving two years. Three activated Reservists elected to go home and a couple of soldiers took reassignments. The Headquarters Company lost its first sergeant, Russell E. Beckwith, a WWII Psywar veteran, who had fifteen years of service. He left with two other veteran Reservists from the 4th MRBC, SGTs William H. Cedar and Paul Lennhoff. Beckwith was replaced by Master Sergeant Charles D. McColery, a Regular Army veteran, best-remembered for the fine job his cooks did aboard the train to Camp Stoneman, CA. CPLs Jerry K. Delano and Harold L. Fenwick, Message Center, volunteered for the infantry in Korea. Fenwick had been wounded twice while in the 1st Cavalry Division before being medically evacuated to the States. He was reassigned to Fort Riley after leaving the hospital. The 1st RB&L had been created by Army Field Forces as a (T/D) Table of Distribution unit. Assigned to FECOM as such, the overseas command could determine the level of personnel fill in theater.

January 1952 brought more changes. The 1st RB&L was redesignated the 8239th Army Unit (AU) by FECOM and its motor pool was incorporated into that of GHQ Headquarters & Service Command. Some script writers and programmers were “drained away” by the FECOM G-2 Psywar Division, also located in the Empire Building, two floors below. LTC Shields was criticized by some “Ganders” for allowing the higher headquarters command and staff to bleed off organic resources. He had little choice; his Psywar group staff had been absorbed into G-2 Psywar with the assignment of Army civilians.

The reality was that G-2 Psywar, after assigning Department of Army Civilians (DAC), English-speaking Japanese typists, and Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and Russian linguists and artists (temporary DACs and contract employees) to the 1st RB&L, had simply amalgamated the Psywar unit into the FECOM staff. The internal reorganization along commercial advertising and publishing lines inadvertently facilitated this “melding.” It likewise allowed the G-2 Psywar to reduce...
its role to executive authority for strategic Psywar and guidance. These subtle nuances went unnoticed as the busy 1st RB&L staff expanded its KBS mission to Seoul.

Seoul was recaptured by UN forces a second time and the 4th MRBC dispatched a second radio detachment to the South Korean capital in the fall of 1951 to reestablish Radio Seoul. PFC Sigmund S. “Sig” Front was producing news reports in Chinese that were being broadcast three times a week on NHK, the Japanese government radio system, the equivalent of America’s NBC, CBS, and ABC systems combined. This was a challenge because the Nippon Electric Company was simultaneously rebuilding the war-damaged Tokyo electrical grid. This meant constantly changing broadcast times and frustration. When someone was needed to program broadcasts for Radio Seoul, it was former infantry radioman Front who volunteered.\(^{25}\) His description of early days at Radio Seoul in late 1951 and the beginning of 1952 capture the enthusiasm, initiative, and positive attitudes essential to Psywar success during the Korean War.

While the rest of the 1st RB&L soldiers were recovering from Thanksgiving dinner in 1951, PFC Front was off to Korea. “The C-46 (Commando) flight was four and a half to five hours from Tokyo to Seoul. I rode on the floor, leaning against my pack and duffle bag. When we arrived at Kimpo Airport, ILT Henry A. Glowacki and the Supply Sergeant, [Eugene W.] Roberts, were waiting in a jeep. It was a beautiful day, but I was stunned by the war damage. As we entered the capital and drove down the main traffic stem, destruction was everywhere. Walls of the few standing buildings were heavily pockmarked by bullet holes and shrapnel. There were supposedly only 60,000 Koreans in Seoul,” recounted Front.\(^{26}\) LT William Brown on the way to the armistice talks in July 1951 described the city for *The Proper Gander*: “Seoul is a city of shambles; of shacks and broken buildings; of shattered window panes and shell-pocked masonry; of hungry civilians and soldiers in fatigues.”\(^{27}\) That was reaffirmed by PFC Front, the former West Virginia disc jockey.

“The U.S. Army engineers had gotten a roof on our facility, an old bus barn two miles from the radio station. Some Army signal guys were cannibalizing the remains of a room-sized 100 KW RCA (Radio Corporation of America) transmitter to build a 5 KW one. I was given a cot, typewriter, field desk and folding chair, and told to get to work,” recalled Front.\(^{28}\)

Despite having another 4th MRBC detachment at Radio Pusan, there was no interface with Radio Seoul. “LT Glowacki was sent to get Radio Seoul on the air,” said PFC Sig Front. “He was involved in hiring station staff, engineers, announcers, and arranging entertainment. I was told to collect the news, write it up, get it translated, and program the daily broadcasts. We got ‘on the air’ the evening of 9 December, but could only broadcast to North and South Korea three hours a day.”\(^{29}\) Life was quite different for the rest of the 4th MRBC back in Tokyo.

The 4th MRBC orderly room was in the Finance Building according to PFC Stevens, the unit clerk. By December 1951, “Ganders” could make three-minute short wave radio-telephone calls home via MARS (Military Auxiliary Radio

The GHQ Honor Guard controlled access in and out of the Finance Building (GHQ Service Command) in Tokyo where 4th MRBC troops were billeted.

(Above) Repromen enjoyed the Shiga Heights Hotel after skiing in the Japanese Alps.
“It was a beautiful day, but I was stunned by the war damage. As we entered the capital and drove down the main traffic stem, destruction was everywhere.” — PFC Sigmund S. Front

“Seoul is a city of shambles; ...shacks and broken buildings; ...shattered window panes and shell-pocked masonry; ...hungry civilians and soldiers in fatigues.” — LT William F. Brown II

In 1951 Seoul was a city in shambles after being captured by the North Koreans and Chinese and repatriated twice by UN forces.

The KBS Radio Seoul building was a “shell” in the fall of 1951.
Atami Hot Springs Hotel was popular with Psywarriors for rest and relaxation (R&R). "The food was very good and service wonderful. The trip including train fare $[1.50] was about $2.50 a piece." — CPL Herbert A. Stevens

The Tae Wha Hospital supporting refugees in Seoul was overwhelmed, understaffed, and had few medical supplies until UNCACK took it under wing.

CPL Sig Front enlisted 1st RB&L in Tokyo to support orphanages in Seoul. "The food was very good and service wonderful. The trip including train fare $[1.50] was about $2.50 a piece." — CPL Herbert A. Stevens

System. Stevens provided the orderly room telephone number (Tokyo 57-8692) so that his family could assemble in Pittsburg, KS, to make their call. Typical for soldiers there was a little bitching: "The weather has been too good. If it rains we don’t have to get up at 5:30 for PT [physical training]. But, it hasn't rained a single day this week. We can see Mt. Fuji from the rooftop of the Finance Building on a clear day," wrote CPL Broderick, a 3rd Repro man detailed as a script writer. Duty for most 4th MRBC soldiers continued to be very good in Tokyo.

"We certainly don’t miss a chance to go anywhere. Our main concerns are how to get out of training and inspections and what to do on weekends," said Stevens in January 1952. He and some friends had just returned from a three-day pass at the Atami Hot Springs Hotel with its golf course, "run by Special Services so it is very cheap. It costs $1 a day per person for a room and the meals are free. The food was very good and service wonderful. The trip including train fare $[1.50] was about $2.50 a piece."

In Seoul, PFC Sig Front established a news collection “beat,” augmenting it with visits to front line units.

"The international press corps of fifty or sixty correspondents was billeted in a large Japanese-style house. The mayor’s office in Seoul was at one end of the main stem; the capital building was on the other. The Eighth Army [EUSA] PIO [Public Information Officer], Colonel Herman Smith, the future mayor of Ponca City, Oklahoma, took me ‘under his wing,’ and suggested that I tell the folks back home about the destruction in Seoul. I made three large reel tape recordings as I discovered how bad conditions were in the orphanages, especially for infants. The majority of them had no food or medicine for children that ranged in age from six months to four years," remembered Front. The young Psywarrior had been motivated by his visits to the AAA Orphan’s Hospital and the Samae Orphanage and the work being done by the Seoul UN Civil Assistance Command, Korea (UNCACK) team.

"I sent a TELEX [radio telegram] to Tokyo asking the 1st RB&L to solicit donations. SGT Roberts accomplished miracles on the black market with the first hundred dollars provided. Thus, the ‘Ganders’ became an orphanage sponsor. The Associated Press [AP] correspondent, Bill [William C.] Barnard wrote a story about the orphanage and included photos of SGT Roberts and me. It got nationwide coverage on 24 December 1951, making the front page of my hometown newspaper. “I was a celebrity for a day,” chuckled Front.

"The head of BBC [British Broadcasting Corporation] in Korea, George Marshon, asked me if Radio Seoul could
Since there were no movies and entertainment was limited, we recorded a well-known woman violinist and collected human interest stories. We tried to ‘put life back into the Korean society.’  

— PFC Sigmund S. Front

The address given by General James A. Van Fleet, the EUSA commander, celebrating Korean Independence Day (1 March 1919), was recorded by CPL Sig Front’s “Tape Team.”

broadcast to Tokyo,” explained Front. “He had five minutes of airtime to fill before the King gave his holiday greeting from Buckingham Palace. Our primary news broadcaster, Choi Sung Ju, rounded up fourteen ten and eleven year-old children to sing Christmas carols. After they sang an ancient folk song, ‘Arirang,’ they did ‘Silent Night’ in Korean. Then, Mr. Marshon wished everyone a ‘Merry Christmas from the British Forces in Korea.’ Seventeen seconds later, Australia received the broadcast and relayed it on to San Francisco where it was routed through New York to London on time.” Just as 2LT Eddie Deerfield at Radio Pusan “won the hearts and minds” of the KBS staff by convincing the UNCACK hospital doctors to admit a seriously-ill seven year-old Korean girl in “the true spirit of Christmas,” so Psywarrior Front had done in Seoul. But, recording interviews using 1950s technology was a “crap shoot.”

“Choi Sung Ju deserves full credit for the ‘Tape Team’ idea. He spoke good English and was a top newscaster before the war,” related Front. “We attached a shoulder strap to the bulky reel-to-reel tape recorder to carry it for live interviews. It was hand-cranked, tube technology which froze up in the cold weather. Sergeant Roberts found lighter fluid hand warmers used by hunters in the States. We stuck one inside the tape deck to warm it up before interviews. Some days, we discovered afterwards that our recordings were unintelligible.”

“Local voices” made the special events in Korea more appealing to the people. This was the primary function of the American program staff (two 4th MRBC enlisted men). Because Seoul was a source of pride to most Koreans, what was happening in the city since the evacuations and liberations “to and fro” was of considerable influence. Tape recordings of the “local goings-on” were aired nightly over VUNC in Tokyo and called the “SEOUL REPORT.” Most taped features dealt with UNCACK activities.

“Since there were no movies and entertainment was limited, we recorded a well-known woman violinist and collected human interest stories. We tried to ‘put life back into the Korean society.’ We covered the reopening of the Poong Gook Biscuit factory [a staple for all Koreans] to the North Koreans. Highlighting the event showed that the South was not devastated by the war. Choi Sung Ju concentrated on the working people mechanics, factory workers, laborers, farmers, and street cleaners—to provide up-to-date, honest news,” Front said. “We sent four to five tapes a week to Tokyo. I didn’t find out until later that some of them were used by Voice of America.” A new program, “WOMEN IN THE NEWS,” consisting of interviews with women leaders in Seoul was prepared for weekly broadcast by Radio Pusan. Work filled the daylight hours.

“I got so busy that I forgot how really cold it was until I crawled, fully dressed into my sleeping bag. Field jackets were the extent of our winter gear,” related Front. “My time with the 1st Marine Division [MARDIV] and the 1st ROK Marine Regiment netted me some ‘Mickey Mouse’ boots, wool socks, a parka, sweater, and vest liner. Those items saved me from frost bite. I also got a No. 10 tin can of peanut butter and an impromptu introduction to SGT ‘Rocky,’ a 5’ 9” Jake LaMotta [the boxer] look alike, who had two Silver Stars, a Bronze Star, and three Purple Hearts. Having been given a cot in his bunker, he woke me at 4:30 A.M. by shooting a foot-long rat with a .45 automatic. Still
zipped up in my sleeping bag. I tumbled from the cot with a crash. Discovering my company, ‘Rocky’ offered me cookies, Schrafft chocolates, and a cold beer.”

Life in the field in Korea was tough; bathing was a luxury as were hot meals.

“It was a real treat to have dinner with the press corps. I had not taken a shower for seven or eight weeks, but no one seemed to notice,” explained Front. “There were eight Americans at Radio Seoul for almost five months before the 4th MRBC main body and mobile radio broadcast equipment arrived. In the meantime 1LT Glowacki was feeding the forty Korean station workers and their families with local rice acquired by SGT Roberts on the black market.”

Technical assistance, like that provided at Radio Pusan, often included food, potable water, fuel, tires and parts, as well as transportation for KBS personnel when deemed critical to broadcast operations. This was categorized as “aid in material goods.”

The Radio Seoul team had four major tasks: (1) supervise and advise KBS personnel on the installation and operation of radio broadcast equipment; (2) take the lead for all programs aired over the network, not just Psywar; (3) promulgate FECOM and UN Command policy with ROK government and KBS officials; (4) sell Psywar by developing a close working relationship with the Koreans. This was initially done by one officer, a Korean DAC interpreter-translator, and two enlisted men in the Psywar program section. Tubes and replacement components for the 300 watt transmitter and power units in the Psywar program section. Tubes and replacement components for the 300 watt transmitter and power units included food, potable water, equipment arrived. In the meantime 1LT Glowacki was feeding the forty Korean station workers and their families with local rice acquired by SGT Roberts on the black market.”

The mobile radio broadcasting systems with their antennas had arrived earlier. Two were stored in the studio. It was being used for tape recording, live broadcasts, and master control work. Access to the “new 4th MRBC home,” originally a small truck and bus repair facility, was controlled by armed Korean gate guards reported CPL Stevens, the company clerk.

Having been given a cot in the dark, he woke me at 4:30 A.M. by shooting a foot-long rat with a .45 automatic. Still zipped up in my sleeping bag I tumbled from the cot with a crash. Discovering my company, ‘Rocky’ offered me cookies, Schrafft chocolates, and a cold beer.”

— PFC Sigmund S. Front

The WWII troop ship USNS Marine Phoenix T-AP-195 was acquired from the Maritime Commission Reserve (“Mothball”) Fleet in Suisun Day, California by the U.S. Navy. Operating out of San Francisco and Seattle, the Marine Phoenix carried troops and supplies to Sasebo and Yokohama, Japan, and Pusan and In’chon, Korea during the war. The ship is pictured in Elliott Bay, Seattle, WA in the 1950s.
We don’t have running water here yet, but they’re working on it.
— CPL Herbert A. Stevens
The recent arrivals had some adjustments to make. Gone were “the good old days” in Occupied Japan. In a letter home CPL Herb Stevens wrote: “We don’t have running water here yet, but they’re working on it. We can go to the 8th Army Headquarters and take showers any time. The latrine is outside, but there’s an oil heater in it so it isn’t so bad. We have a regular mess hall and the food is very good.” A motor pool truck was available to take soldiers to the movies every night. “We are supposed to carry a loaded weapon after dark if we’re out running around, but I don’t intend to do much of that. The orderly room is on the second floor of Radio Seoul. We have a large room with plenty of windows. In fact it’s a nicer office than we had in Tokyo. We work 6½-7 days a week. Korean laborers do most of the dirty work, K.P., cleaning and janitor work, etc.,” added Stevens.

Outside the compound, the city was still badly torn up, but the street cars were running and daily life continued. Since the closest battle lines were 35-40 miles away, CPL Herb Stevens assured his Aunt Mabel in Pittsburg, KS that “we’re not up here to fight but rather to broadcast propaganda.” Combat time in Korea had not been a priority for everyone in the MRBC.

The administrative 1SG, a master sergeant and a WWII Italian campaign veteran, elected to stay in Tokyo because his tour ended in less than six months. CPL Stevens and the field first sergeant shared a room in Radio Seoul adjacent to the orderly room. The nominal MRBC commander, CPT Leadley, only visited Korea periodically. His primary duty as 1st RB&L S-3 Radio Officer took precedence. Radio Tokyo was the unit’s top priority. But, Leadley’s brother-in-law, PFC Jerry Swanson, another University of Nebraska grad, did come to Korea.

Visits by 1st RB&L leadership were normally bi-monthly, overlapping two months to accrue combat pay for the senior Psywarriors. “Several officers from Tokyo including the Company Commander [CPT Leadley], Group Commander [LTC Homer Shields], and the CO at Riley [Commanding Officer, 1st RB&L Rear Detachment, CPT Victor U. Trevola], are here and of course stirring up things,” confided CPL Stevens in late February 1952. CPT Trevola stayed in Korea to inspect, test, and evaluate the mobile radio broadcast systems and antennas. The visit was part of a whirlwind command visit to the 4th MRBC sites in Seoul, Taegu, Taejon, and Pusan. “They brought along a new 1SG as things haven’t been running according to Hoyle lately,” Stevens wrote. “The whole administrative set-up of the company and group is pretty badly fouled up, but that gives us something to think about and keeps our minds occupied. The 1SG [Owens] was going to straighten things out. But, he ran into complications and soon gave up,” explained the company clerk.

By mid-March 1952, there were telephone lines connecting the four 4th MRBC sites and Stevens felt “a little nearer to civilization” talking with his buddies. Individual mess kits had been replaced by metal trays. The group had a photographer visiting to take pictures for a yearbook (1st RB&L Life and Times) scheduled for publication in June 1952.

---

*Koreans relax outside Radio Seoul.*

*1SG Preston Owens and the company clerk, CPL Herbert A. Stevens, ran the 4th MRBC in Seoul.*

*CPL Sig Front is sitting inside the recording studio of the AN/MRT-5 adjacent to Radio Seoul.*

UN soldiers were paid in Military Payment Certificates (MPC) or “script” instead of U.S. dollars or South Korea won during the war. This example is a Ten Dollar MPC.

Infantry 1LT Robert L. Darcy, the S-3 Radio Propaganda Officer, described the MRBC set-up in a “Circuit Tour” report: “The company, located in the northeast corner of the city, not far from the 1st L&L [Loudspeaker & Leaflet] Co [EUSA], is comprised of 45 men, about a dozen vehicles, a first-rate company mess, a private club, a half dozen houseboys, and three or four untouchable morale boosters. Radio Seoul operations has LT Don [2LT Donald E.] Smith, a pair of CPLs in Vic [Victor] Lee and Sig [Sigmund S.] Front, and the usual indispensable staff of translators, a typist, etc. Between broadcasting bomb warnings and making tape recordings, they manage to keep busy and do a fine job.”

By the end of March 1952, 4th MRBC headquarters in Seoul and Radio Seoul had sixty-eight personnel; 3 officers, 36 enlisted men, a bilingual Korean DAC (Chief Interpreter and Translator), and 28 local workers (from a female stenographer to guards and KPs). Radio Pusan had forty-four personnel. The antenna riggers in the Repair & Services Section of the three MRB platoons had been spread among KBS radio stations with fewer assigned to the more developed sites: Pusan (1); Taegu (1); Taejon (4);
Radio stations that shared air time.

Stations that broadcasted Psywar.

Radio stations under construction, or anticipated.

HQ 1st RB&L elements.

1st RB&L 5kw mobile transmitter.

1st RB&L technical detachment.
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4th MRBC sites.

and Seoul (3). 68 1LT Darcy’s “keeping busy” comment was a misleading description of the frantic daily broadcast production at the stations.

While the 4th MRBC headquarters focused on everyday military administration, supply, and support for the four radio detachments, the daily “routine” in the radio stations, though somewhat established, was a hectic scramble to fill three broadcasting windows: 0600-0830 hours; 1130-1430 hours; and 1700-2315 hours. After scanning news teletypes, The Korea Times, USIS (United States Information Service, the overseas name for the United States Information Agency) daily news bulletins, and the U.S. Embassy press translations, typically three enlisted broadcast script writers typed (wrote) multiple assigned fifteen minute presentations, had them edited and approved by the station OIC, got them translated, assigned to Korean and Chinese announcers, briefed their announcer just before air time, and then got back to their associated writing assignments. There were no days off; they did this “routine” seven days a week. 69

Kun Ha Kim, one of the bilingual translators who worked at Radio Pusan and Radio Seoul after the Armistice, was born in Seoul, but raised in North Korea. In August 1945, his family fled south when the Russians drove the Japanese military from Chung’gin. His family, living north of the Han River, were trapped between the fighting forces when the ROK Army blew up the bridges. They survived the North Korean and Chinese occupations of the capital. Kim, a high school graduate with a couple of years at the Seoul and Pusan Universities, was a welcome asset. Daily he translated the AP and United Press International (UPI) wire service news that came by teletype to the 4th MRBC-supported KBS stations. 70 Daily programming tasks also included sending broadcast material to the 1st RB&L in Tokyo.

Interspersed among these broadcast writing duties at Radio Seoul was the requirement to courier four copies of The Korea Times and translations of Seoul KBS radio station broadcasts to Tokyo every day. This was their compilation of local activities/events or “local news budget” which could be used immediately in Tokyo or give sufficient information immediately useful in the overall situation. “While it is a good to keep the ‘budget’ within these limits, remember also that a good-size chunk of news going over the wire to Tokyo is fine eye-wash,” explained CPL John L. “Stod” Stoddard in the Radio Pusan SOP (Standing Operating Procedures). 71

“A weekly Progress Report had to be sent to Tokyo by teletype by Tuesday noon. Every Monday someone had to collect the weekly report from the UNCACK PIO. This roundup of the week’s news in and about South Korea stressing reconstruction, UN cooperation, and progress was recorded. That tape recording with three copies of the script had to be couriered to Tokyo to SGT [George K.] Menkart, S-3 Radio Section by Tuesday morning.” 72

Seven to ten-day visits to 4th MRBC radio stations in Korea were made by group S-3 and S-2 officers to
The cooperative North Korean and Chinese Communist POWs readily agreed to tape-recorded radio broadcasts encouraging defections by their fellow comrades.

assess the viability of programs and to “show the flag” reminding the “forgotten company” that the command appreciated the fine work that the “creative” broadcast people and technical specialists were doing in Korea. Courtesy calls with the EUSA G-3 Psywar at Seoul University and the 1st L&L gave the officers a better understanding of the differences between tactical and strategic Psywar.73 LT Robert Darcy was fortunate to participate in the interrogation of a North Korean defector, but what he learned was somewhat unsettling.

The highlight of LT Darcy’s 1952 trip was “interrogating” a North Korean Army (NKA) security officer who defected at Panmunjom on 5 September. Darcy accompanied EUSA interrogation officer, LT Robert Greenman, to the “cage” (transient POW camp) at Yongdung-po. After two hours of listening to the questioning, Darcy was anxious to have the POW to tell “the people of Korea what he thought about the Communists.” Hawaiian-born, Korean (P’yongyang) raised, CPL Victor Lee taped his comments for possible use in a Psywar radio broadcast.74 But, often the best laid plans go awry.

The twenty-nine year old NKA defector, LT Lee Dong Yup, dispelled a few myths about the effectiveness of UN Psywar. While he admitted listening clandestinely to VUNC as well as other broadcasts from the South, LT Yup particularly enjoyed newscasts, but felt that the combat losses were vastly exaggerated. Surrender leaflets promising candy and cigarettes were laughed at by the soldiers. Yup thought that political propaganda was much more effective. Of the UN Psywar leaflets he had seen, he liked those best that contained stories of North Korean deserters with photos showing them being treated like heroes.75

After cross-checking other interrogations it became apparent that LT Yup deserted for personal reasons (untrusted by superiors and slow promotions) rather than for having seen the “light of freedom and democracy versus the dark world of Communism.” He was simply an opportunist. There was nothing to indicate that Psywar prompted his defection. However, the North Korean lieutenant did confirm that a special team had briefed his unit that the UN was using biological warfare against them. Bottles filled with dead insects were proof that germ warfare had been used. Yup did not believe it, but also admitted that he did not know how the war started until he got to Kaesong. LT Yup was insulted by his treatment as a “common POW.” He expected to be released in the South much like a civilian tired of a job, leaving to seek better employment elsewhere, according to Darcy.76 While the results were not what he anticipated, the Radio Propaganda officer returned to Tokyo more aware of the effectiveness of some strategic Psywar programs and products and recognized “value added” of the 4th MRBC headquarters in Korea.

With the company administration and support and the mobile radio broadcast systems in country, the 1st RB&L could more easily expand coverage to additional KBS stations. Because Radio Pusan was the best established, it remained the “mother station” for Korea, getting radio Psywar guidance direct from Tokyo. The MRBC provided administrative command and control and was responsible for shifting organic personnel and equipment assets where most needed to best accomplish KBS technical and program support. In March 1952, Radio Taegu had an eight man element while the newest station, Radio Taejon, had eleven personnel counting an antenna rigger team. Radio repair and parts were being provided to Radio Iri at Kwanju. After setting up an interim Radio Namwon to support of the ROK anti-guerrilla Operation RAT KILLER, the 4th MRBC detachment convinced the local government of its value, secured approval from the ROK Office of Public Information, Minister of Communications, and KBS, and prepared construction plans and specifications for a 50M won facility. And, the MRBC helped KBS identify capabilities and equipment needed expand facilities at Radio Kangnung, arranged transport of the new radio equipment, and coordinated with UNCACK to acquire and ship construction materials to expand the station.77 It was the MRBC headquarters in Korea that linked the radio stations together with teletype and telephones.78 Psywar radio reality in Korea was well-documented officially and by The Broadcaster, the
4th MRBC newsletter published weekly in Seoul beginning in early March 1952.79

The 1st RB&L Radio Operations Division report covering August 1951 through March 1952 “told it like it was.” Without U.S. Psywar assistance the KBS could not have transported or installed newly bought transmitter equipment made by Nippon Electric in Japan. First, FECOM G-2 Psywar, then 1st RB&L Radio Section, and then the 4th MRBC headquarters, through Army channels arranged to transport the equipment to Korea by water, coordinated its unloading from ships in Pusan to freight cars, and scheduled its delivery to KBS sites for installation. 4th MRBC augmented KBS stations with its organic mobile radio broadcast equipment during the interim. Psywar radio technicians and repairmen supervised the installation of new equipment and then trained Korean engineers and radio specialists on its operation, broadcasting and tape recording techniques, preventive maintenance, safety, and repair. While these were cooperative ventures with KBS, it was understood and accepted that American Psywar soldiers were “in charge” at least until the Armistice was signed.80 4th MRBC Radio Officer lieutenants at the KBS stations, as best demonstrated by 2LT Eddie Deerfield, Radio Pusan, and his relationship with President Syngman Rhee, were the “tip of the strategic Psywar spear” in Korea, not the commanders or staff in Seoul and Tokyo.81

CPL Sigmund S. "Sig" Front,
4th MRBC, Radio Seoul, Korea

Born in 1926 and raised in Wheeling, West Virginia, Sigmund S. "Sig" Front, the son of a WWI veteran and Ohio State University graduate, finished Linsley Military Institute in 1947. While announcing specials on the local Kresge ("Five & Dime") store public address system, fourteen year-old Sig Front was informed by the WWVA radio manager that he had a "perfect voice" for broadcasting. During his two years of journalism at the University of West Virginia, he was a local ABC radio announcer. In May 1950, Front left for New York City to attend the NBC Radio & Television Institute. Afterwards, the credentialed broadcaster returned home to work as a radio news announcer and disc jockey at WWVA ABC Radio in Wheeling, WV until drafted in 1951.82

Eight months of Basic Combat Training (BCT) in the mobilized 31st Infantry Division (ID), South Carolina Army National Guard (ARNG), produced an infantry rifle platoon RTO (radio telephone operator). When the 40th ID, California ARNG, was sent to Korea instead of the 31st ID, Private First Class (PFC) Front was dumped into the infantry replacement pipeline. As luck would have it, Front was sent to 1st RB&L at Fort Riley, Kansas, in the summer of 1951.83

PFC Sig Front, like many of the "Ganders" who fell asleep as the USNS General John Pope sailed out of San Francisco harbor on 28 September 1951, woke up seasick. To escape the hold and stay busy, he volunteered, along with Privates Jerry Feldscher, Thomas Klein, and Ed Smith to write articles for the ship's bulletin produced twice daily. The Four Winds & Seven Seas was sometimes referred to as the "Seasick Edition" of The Proper Gander.83 "It allowed me to roam the ship to write stories about the crewmen. We were not to talk with other passengers. I did manage to 'liberate' some oranges for our sickest guys," remembered Front.84 In Tokyo, the infantry PFC was put to work producing a Chinese news show for broadcast three times a week from the Radio Tokyo facilities.85
CPL Herbert A. Stevens,
4th MREB Clerk

Herbert A. Stevens, born 31 July 1928, grew up on a 150-acre Pittsburg, Kansas, farm raising wheat, corn, beans, hogs, chickens, and cows. After graduating from Cherokee High School in May 1946, he started classes at Kansas State Teachers College. Completion of a Bachelor of Science in accounting and commerce (May 1950) led to a job at the National Bank of Pittsburg. Stevens was drafted in March 1951, and sent to the 10th Infantry Division (ID) at Fort Funston, Fort Riley, KS for basic combat training (BCT) until June 1951. A short stint of filling sandbags during the flood of 1951 was followed by overseas orders. FVT Stevens, a clerk by military occupational specialty (MOS), was to be one of ten individual replacements for the 1st RB&L that left San Francisco aboard the USNS General John Pope (T-AP-110) straight to Yokohama. The Army clerk typed actions for the group commander to break the monotony of the voyage. In Tokyo, FST Stevens was assigned as the unit clerk for 4th Mobile Radio Broadcasting Company (MREB) led by WWII infantryman Captain (CPT) Robert A. Leadley.

Infantry 1LT Robert L. Darcy,
1st RB&L Group, S-3 Radio Propaganda Officer

Robert L. Darcy was born 21 May 1926 in Chicago to a former Nebraska farmer-turned-truck driver and his wife. Baseball, track, and cross country detailed with duty as the sports and copy editor of the J. Sterling Morton High School (Cicero, Illinois) newspaper. Still sixteen on VJ Day, Darcy went to Morton Junior College and worked before enlisting in 1946 to follow his older brother into the service. After basic training at Fort Knox, Kentucky, with a couple of school buddies, Private Darcy was sent to Japan. 11th Airborne Division recruiters from Hokkaido promised a sports program and parachute pay. After jump school in December 1946, Private First Class (PFC) Darcy was assigned to the division Public Information Office (PIO), Sapporo, Japan. There, he trained unit PIOs on the principles of journalism, collected hometown news releases prepared by the airborne regiments, and covered the first U.S. Army Air Force helicopter on Hokkaido.

After being released from active duty in October 1947, Darcy took advantage of his G.I. Bill benefits, returning to Morton Junior College before beginning the fall semester at Knox College in Galesburg, Illinois. As a veteran the economics major qualified for advanced ROTC and $37.50 a month. Darcy was editor of the college newspaper. After graduation in June 1950, he accepted a U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) commission in Infantry. Since he had been accepted for a Masters program at Indiana University in the fall, Second Lieutenant (2LT) Darcy agreed to go TDY (temporary duty) to Camp Carson, Colorado, with the 10th Mountain Division. Called to active duty in June 1951, the newly-married USAR infantry lieutenant was assigned to the 10th Mountain’s 86th Infantry Regiment, Fort Riley, Kansas, to instruct basic trainees at their Camp Funston site.

2LT Darcy supervised sandbag operations and led patrols in the flooded downtown section of Manhattan, KS to deter looting. In August 1951, Darcy was sent to the U.S. Army General School Pay War Unit Officers Course (90-0-1). He was pulled from the Pay course on 10 September to attend the Associate Infantry Company Officers Course for USAR officers at Fort Benning, GA. By graduation in mid-February 1952, 2LT Darcy had orders to FECON. The junior officer flew from Travis Air Base, California, to Japan where First Lieutenant (1LT) Alvin S. YuKoff recruited him for the 1st RB&L.
Kun Ha Kim, 
Radio Pusan & Radio Seoul Translator

Kun Ha Kim, born in Seoul, Korea, 20 July 1930, was the oldest son of five children in a small home builder's family. Work caused his father to move the family north to Unggi, near the Tumen River, bordering the Soviet Union. They were living in Chung'gin in August 1945 when Russian forces attacked the Japanese military at the seaport. The city became a battleground. The Kim family, like thousands of Koreans, abandoned their home and fled into the mountains. After the Russians captured the port, they returned to discover that there was nothing left. They joined other refugees heading south atop railroad freight cars. At the 38th Parallel, the family exhausted their money on a guide to cross the frozen river at night. North Korean border guards fired on the family fleeing Communism.92

After walking to Seoul, the Kim family sought temporary refuge in a UN refugee camp. After being deileded with DDT, they were given shelter and food, registered and released. His father built them a home on a hillside outside the city. Kun Ha Kim finished high school in the winter of 1949 and started classes at Seoul National University the following spring. When the South Korean military blew up the Han River bridge north of the capital, the Kim were trapped by the invading North Koreans. Kim and his brother were among those South Koreans rounded up to Listen to North Korean Premier Kim Il Sung's national unification speech in Seoul in early July 1950. Fearing military conscription, his father built an underground shelter below the house where his two sons spent three months hiding from North Korean Army (NKA) patrols. News of UN landings at Inch'on prompted his brother to emerge prematurely. Captured by the NKA, he escaped a week later after the truck convoy in which he was riding was strafed. Kun Ha Kim was drafted by the ROK Reserve Army. But, after several weeks training at Taegu, the soldiers were released because the general had stolen the command's money.92

Several weeks of stevedoring at night in Pusan harbor convinced Kim to seek other work. Tutoring the sons of Mr. Choon Sun Yang, President of Heung Hwa Manufacturing company in Seoul, opened the way to Pusan University. When this job ended, an uncle told him that the Americans operating Radio Pusan needed translators. Kim worked at the KBS facility until he moved back to Seoul after the Armistice. He translated AP and United Press International (UPI) wire service news.92 Before returning to the States, West Virginian LIT William C. Shepard, 4th MRBC, had agreed to sponsor Kim if he was accepted at an American university. The Radio Seoul worker submitted a university application that a friend was not going to use. Quite poor, Kim explained in his application that he could not attend without financial assistance. Much to his surprise, a month later, Duke University offered him a full scholarship. Pledging to honor his mentor (Mr. Choon Sun Yang), Kun Ha Kim set off for Durham, North Carolina, in 1955. Three and a half years later he finished a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering. To show his gratitude to Mr. Yang, Kim accepted an Industrial Engineering graduate fellowship at Columbia University. Dr. Kun Ha "Ken" Kim is a Professor Emeritus at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
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